C1 lateral mass anatomy: Proper placement of lateral mass screws.
Cadaveric specimens were measured to determine appropriate placement for C1 lateral mass screws. Instrumentation guidelines were developed and used to instrument a series of cadaveric specimens. Clinical experience with C1 lateral mass fixation was reviewed to evaluate results. Postoperative computed tomographic (CT) scans were reviewed to evaluate screw placement. The cadaveric study measured the dimensions of the atlas and determined ideal trajectory for screw placement. This technique was applied clinically, and 50 cases were retrospectively reviewed for fixation difficulties, neurologic or vascular injuries, and perioperative complications. Postoperative CT scans were reviewed when available. Halo application, posterior wiring, and C1 to C2 transarticular screws have been used to stabilize the upper cervical spine. Each technique has disadvantages, and C1 lateral mass fixation recently has gained popularity as a potential alternative. Recent anatomic studies have documented the dimensions of the C1 lateral mass and its ability to accommodate screw fixation. Small clinical series have documented early success with this technique. Fifteen specimens were stripped of soft tissue and measured by using calipers and CT scans. Guidelines were formulated for C1 lateral mass screw fixation. Additional specimens with intact soft tissue were instrumented without difficulty. A clinical series was reviewed to evaluate for complications related to this technique. Postoperative CT scans were reviewed to evaluate screw placement. The C1 lateral mass safely accommodated screw fixation. Trajectory of 10 degrees medial and 22 degrees cephalad was preferred. The technique was safely applied in a series of 50 patients. Postoperative CT scans showed the ability of the surgeon to achieve the intended goals for starting point and safe trajectory. C1 lateral mass fixation is a safe alternative for upper cervical fixation with several potential advantages versus other techniques, but further clinical evaluation is warranted.